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electric shock cut-off gate placed on a workbench that concealed one of the hiding places stefan petri built in his home in wawer, poland. stefan, his wife janina, and their son,
marian, were polish catholics. on september 1, 1939, germany invaded poland and began subjugating the polish people. uncertain of what might occur, stefan built a basement
hiding place concealed by a cabinet. in mid-1942, the germans deported 300,000 jews from the warsaw ghetto to treblinka killing center. stefan learned that his jewish dentist
friend, dr. wooden pendant placed on a workbench that concealed one of the hiding places stefan petri built in his home in wawer, poland. stefan, his wife, janina, and their
son, marian, were polish catholics. on september 1, 1939, germany invaded poland and began subjugating the polish people. uncertain of what might occur, stefan built a
basement hiding place concealed by a cabinet. in mid-1942, the germans deported 300,000 jews from the warsaw ghetto to treblinka killing center. stefan learned that his
jewish dentist and friend, dr. szapiro, his wife ela, and their adult sons, jerzy and marek had escaped from the ghetto, where they had been since the fall of 1940. he felt
obligated to save them and decided to hide them in his home, despite the great risk to his family. neighbors grew suspicious and reported him to the gestapo for hiding jews.
he was beaten and the home searched twice with dogs, but the hidden space was not discovered. several people knew of its existence, so in early 1943, stefan dug out a
second space below it. it was accessed through a trap door under a workbench piled with machine parts and tools to make it inconspicuous. jadwiga, a local shopkeeper,
helped supply food for the hidden family. the szapiros remained hidden for two years inside stefan's home, until liberation by the soviet army on september 11, 1944.
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black shellac disc placed on a workbench that concealed one of the hiding places stefan petri built in his home in wawer, poland. stefan, his wife, janina, and their son, marian,
were polish catholics. on september 1, 1939, germany invaded poland and began subjugating the polish people. uncertain of what might occur, stefan built a basement hiding
place concealed by a cabinet. in mid-1942, the germans deported 300,000 jews from the warsaw ghetto to treblinka killing center. stefan learned that his jewish dentist and
friend, dr. szapiro, his wife ela, and their adult sons, jerzy and marek had escaped from the ghetto, where they had been since the fall of 1940. he felt obligated to save them
and decided to hide them in his home, despite the great risk to his family. neighbors grew suspicious and reported him to the gestapo for hiding jews. he was beaten and the

home searched twice with dogs, but the hidden space was not discovered. several people knew of its existence, so in early 1943, stefan dug out a second space below it. it was
accessed through a trap door under a workbench piled with machine parts and tools to make it inconspicuous. jadwiga, a local shopkeeper, helped supply food for the hidden
family. the szapiros remained hidden for two years inside stefan's home, until liberation by the soviet army on september 11, 1944. boots placed on the floor of a room hidden
by stefan's pantry situated in his home in wawer, poland. stefan, his wife, janina, and their son, marian, were polish catholics. on september 1, 1939, germany invaded poland

and began subjugating the polish people. uncertain of what might occur, stefan built a basement hiding place concealed by a cabinet. in mid-1942, the germans deported
300,000 jews from the warsaw ghetto to treblinka killing center. stefan learned that his jewish dentist and friend, dr. szapiro, his wife ela, and their adult sons, jerzy and marek

had escaped from the ghetto, where they had been since the fall of 1940. he felt obligated to save them and decided to hide them in his home, despite the great risk to his
family. neighbors grew suspicious and reported him to the gestapo for hiding jews. he was beaten and the home searched twice with dogs, but the hidden space was not

discovered. several people knew of its existence, so in early 1943, stefan dug out a second space below it. it was accessed through a trap door under a workbench piled with
machine parts and tools to make it inconspicuous. jadwiga, a local shopkeeper, helped supply food for the hidden family. the szapiros remained hidden for two years inside

stefan's home, until liberation by the soviet army on september 11, 1944. 5ec8ef588b
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